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Abstract 
Cerrito (1990) has proposed a declarative semantics for allowed logic programs using Girard’s 
(1987) linear logic, with weakening. We propose an alternative semantics using pure linear logic. 
The main difference between our approach and that of Cenito is that the comma of a logic 
program is interpreted as the multiplicative connective 8 instead of the additive &. This enables 
us to establish a soundness result without the introduction of the projection symbols employed by 
Cetito. The price to be paid for this simplification occurs in the establishment of a completeness 
result. Our definition of the completed program is more complicated than that given by Cerrito. 
We establish a completeness result for the class of allowed programs and queries using our 
definition of the program completion. 
1. Introduction 
Cenito [l] has proposed a declarap semantics for the class of allowed logic pro- 
grams using Girard’s [4] linear logic: We assume some familiarity with these works. 
Cerrito shows that if 9 is any logic program and if ?-QI, . . . , Qn is a query which suc- 
ceeds on 9 with answer substitution 8, then the universal closure of (Q, &. . . & Q,)@ 
is a linear logical consequence of LComp(9). Also, if the query ? - Q1,. . . , Q,, fails 
on 9 then the universal closure of (QI &. . . &Qn)l is a linear logical consequence 
to LComp(9). 
Cerrito shows further that if we restrict ourselves to allowed programs and queries, 
and if 8 is a substitution of ground terms for the variables in Ql&. . . & Q,,, and the 
formula (QI &. . . & Q,,)e is a theorem of LComp(S) then the query ? - QI,. . . , Qn 
succeeds on 9 with answer substitution 0. 
Similarly, if the universal closure of (QI 8~. . . &Qn)l is a theorem of LComp(S) 
then the query ?-Q,,..., Qn fails on 8. This establishes the completeness of SLDNF 
with respect to LComp(B) for the class of allowed programs and queries. 
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Cerrito employs a version of linear logic in which the weakening rule is available, 
whereas in pure linear logic we have no weakening or contraction. The inclusion of 
the weakening rule was necessary in order to establish the soundness result above. 
We propose an alternative semantics using pure linear logic. 
In our definition of the completion of a program, the PROLOG comma is interpreted 
as the linear multiplicative connective @ instead of the additive connective & employed 
in Cerrito. Such a translation enables a soundness result to be readily obtained. The 
crux of the matter is that the connective @ distributes over the additive ‘or’, 69, whereas 
the connective & does not. Similarly, the formula 3x(A(x) ~3 B) is logically equivalent 
to 3xA(x) @ B in the case where x is not free in B, but the corresponding equivalence 
does not hold if we replace 63 by &. 
2. Linear logic and the linear completion 
We adopt the syntax of Cerrito, except 
(i) we include the propositional constants T, 0, 1, I, 
(ii) we do not require the projection functions used by Cerrito. 
The axioms and inference rules are presented below. 
Axioms: 
k A, Al for any formula A 
finite sequences of formulae T,C. 
where in the rule (V) the variable y does not occur free in the conclusion sequent. In 
the rule (3), s is an arbitrary term. 
permutation 
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The formula A + B is meta-notation for AITB, and A @ B is meta-notation for 
(A =+ B)&(B =+ A). 
Distributivities: 
The distributivity properties of linear logic are expressed in the following theorems. 
~AN(BE,C)@(A@B)@(AEC) 
E A?‘(B&C) @ (ATB)&(ArC) 
EAm%(B&C)=+(A@B)&(A@C) 
t (ATB)@(ATC) =+ AT(B@C) 
Propositionul Constants: 
The propositional constant 1 is neutral for @ so that t- A =+ A 8 1 and t- A 8 1 + A 
are theorems of linear logic. 
Similarly, l- is neutral for T, T is neutral for & and 0 is neutral for $. 
Some theorems involving the negation 7: 
If we write 1A for A + 0 then the following are theorems of linear logic: 
k 1A =+ A’. 
t--A=+l(A@B) 
t (A =+ B) =+ (1B =+ 1A) 
If we denote the universal closure of A by V(A) and the existential closure of A by 
3(A) then the following are also theorems of linear logic: 
t +(A[x,, . . . ,x,1) =+ 4(A[t,, . , tn] @ B) 
for any B, and terms tl , . . . , t, substitutable for XI,. . . ,x, in A. 
Cut elimination and its consequences: 
Our pure linear logic enjoys a cut elimination property (as does the version employed 
by Cerrito). From this we obtain the following subformula property. 
If t d is provable from a set H of linear sequents (closed under instantiations), then 
there is a proof of t-d from H such that each formula occurring in the proof is either 
(i) a subformula of a formula in A, or 
(ii) a formula of a sequent in H, or 
(iii) the linear negation of a subformula of a formula in a sequent of H. 
2.1. The de$nition oJ’ the program completion 
We give a translation of Clark’s [2] equality theory into linear logic and then define 
the completed definition of program predicate symbols. While the PROLOG comma 
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separating iiterals will be inte~retcd as 8, in the equality theory it will be necessary 
to use also the additive connectives to obtain our soundness result. We write x # y 
for (x = y)l. 
The equality axioms: 
(1) !-0, (x=x) 
(2) b (x # Y>. (Y = XI 
(3) I- ((x = Y)&(Y = =w, (x = z) 
(4) I- (((xl = YI)&-~-&(G = yd)@~B[~~,...,.d>~, Wy~,...,y,l where BEa,..., 
x,J is any formula of the form L, 8. s + ~3, L,, each Li being a predicate symbol or dual 
predicate symbol, other than =. 
(5) k ((x1 = Yi)&..-&(xFl = Yn)cBt,[Xt,...,X,1=r2[Xlr...,X,J)I, ~lrYl,...,.Ynl = 
fz[Yi,...,Ynl. 
(6) t- ((XI = ye)&. . *L&(x, = yn))‘, f(xl,. . . ,x,) =f(yl,. . . , y,) for any function 
symbol f. 
(7) k 0, f(x1 ,...,xn> # Q(Yi,*.., ym) for any distinct action symbols f, g. 
(8) i- ((f(xl, .*.,&A = f(Yl,... ,YnWm = YI)&.. . & (x, = yn )) for any f&c- 
tion symbol f. 
(9) k O,t[.r] # x for any term t[x] properly containing x. 
Remark. Cerrito includes an axiom k ((x = y)& A[x])‘-, A[y] for any formula A[x]. 
From this, we have the provability of I- (x = y) @ (x # y). This sequent is not 
provable from our equality axioms and accor~ngly we allow models in which this 
sequent is not valid. 
The following lemma is a linear logic analogue of two results due to Clark [2], 
which may also be found in Lloyd [5]. 
Lemma 2.1. (i) Let P(sl,. . . ,s,) and P(tt,.. . , t,,) be two atoms which are unijable 
with most general anther 6 = {vi/r1, . . . , v&h-k). Then both seq~ents 
t- (s, = t1)&** *&(s,=t,)+(v* =r,)&***&(Vk=rk) 
and 
I- (Vl =q)& . ..&(vk=rk)*(s] =t1)&***8L(sn=tn) 
are provable from the equality axioms. 
(ii) Zf P(q,. . .,s,,) and P(t,, . . ., t,,) are not uniJable then the sequent I- l((sl = 
t,)&**. &(sn = t,)) is provable from the eq~aIity axioms. 
The proof of both parts is based on an induction on the number of steps required 
by the unification algorithm in establishing the unifiability or non-unifiability of the 
atoms. 
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Remark. The result of Lemma 2.1 cannot be reformulated using the connective @ 
instead of &. The problem is that (A @ B) =s A is not a theorem of linear logic in the 
absence of weakening. 
The completed dejnition of program predicate symbols 
We denote by Lang(p) the underlying language associated with a program 9. 
A negative literal NOT(P) in a program clause or goal clause is translated into Pl. 
Let 9’ be a program and R a predicate symbol. If 9 contains no clause with head 
predicate R then the completed definition of R is t O,R’-(XI,. . . ,xn). On the other 
hand, if 9 contains k clauses with head R, 
(1) R(~i,l,...,~i.n): -hi,..-,b,r, 
(2) W2,1,...,~2,n): --L2,1,...,L2,r: 
(k) WRI,...,~: -Lk,ir...,L~,m 
then the completed efinition of R consists of the k + 1 sequents 
(0) t R%, ,...,~,),EI @...@EE~ 
(1) t- R(xl ,...&Ef 
Ck) t- WI ,...,xJ& 
where Ei is the formula 
3Yi,l ...3.Yi,tl,(((xl = S&l)&’ ’ ‘&(Xn = Si,n)) @ L,I @ * s. QD Li,,,) 
and yi,t,..., y,,,; are the variables present in clause (i) above, and XI,. . . ,x8 are new 
variables, and also our convention regarding negative program literals is applied. If 
a unit clause R:- occurs in 9 then the corresponding Ei is the formula T rather 
than 1. Note that our definition of the completion differs from that of Cerrito in that 
the PROLOG comma is indeed translated to @I. All instances (over Lang(Y)) of the 
equality axioms together with all instances of the completed efinitions of the program 
predicates form the non-logical axioms of LComp(S). 
2.2. A computation rule which is maximal for failure 
Cerrito [2] gives the procedure SELECT which is a computation rule that is max- 
imal with respect o failure in the sense that if Q is any query which can fail on a 
program 9, using some computation rule, then Q will fail on 9 using the compu- 
tation rule SELECT. We denote by SELECT(Q) the literal selected from the query 
Q by the rule SELECT. An important feature of SELECT is the following. Let Q 
be a query and let (Q)z be an instantiation of Q. Then if SELECT((Q)r) is not an 
instantiation of SELECT(Q), we have that Q is of the form ? - NOT(Qk),Q2,. . . , Qn 
where Qt is not ground, whereas (Q)r is ? - NOT((Q,)~), (Qz)c,...,{Q,)q where 
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(Q1 )r is ground, and ~~he~ore, NOT((Q~)~) fails on 9 under some compu~tion 
rule. 
3. Soundness of SLDNF with respect o LComp(S’) 
The following lemma is the key to establishing the soundness of SLDNF with respect 
to LC0mpf.P). 
Lemma 3.1. Let .P be a program clnd let G be a goal t- M, , . . . , Mj(ul, . . . , u, ), 
Mj+r,---, M, such that the positive 1iteraE Mj(u,, . . _, u,) is seIected by the computa- 
tion rule. We have the fo~lo~~ing cases. 
(i) If there are no derived goals using 9, then the sequent 
tl3fM1 ~‘..~Mj(~l,...,~,)~Mj+l @‘b*@Mq) 
is a theorem of LComp(P). 
(ii) If the derived goals are 
+ (M~,.‘.,Mi-l,Ai.i,...,Ai,,~,Mj+l,...,Ms)Bi 
for i = l,..., N, then writing G, jbr the formula 
+(M, @. . . @Mi-I ~Ai,~,~~~~~Ai,,,~Mj+~,~~.~~MMq)tl~ 
and G for the jormula 
-61(M1 @J ‘. . @Mj-1 Cr3Mj(ul,..., u,) @I Mj+l % . . . @ M,), 
we have that the sequent 
t(G1&...&G,)+G 
is a theorem of LComp(B). 
Theorem 1 (Soundness of negation as failure with respect to LComp(B)). Let 9’ be 
a progrum and let ? - Ll,..., L, be a query which fails on 9; then we have that 
I- -$3(Lf @ . . . @ L,)) is a theorem of LComp(9). 
Theorem 2 (Soundness of SLDNF with respect to LComp(9)). Let 9 be a program 
and suppose 9 u {c LI , . . . , L,) has an ~LDNF-refutation with computed answer 
substitution 81 . . .8,,,. Then the sequent I- T =+ t?(L, @ L,)& . . .@, is a theorem of 
LComp( 9). 
The proofs of these two theorems are similar to the co~esponding results in [2]. 
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4. Completeness results for SLDNF with respect to LComp(P) for allowed 
programs and queries 
Introduction 
Let .B be an allowed logic program and let ? - Q1,. . . , Q,, be an allowed query over 
the language associated with 9, Lang(Y). We establish the following completeness 
result. 
Completeness Theorem. (a) IJ’ T is u ground substitution of terms of Lang(P) to cl11 
variubles present in the query ? - QI,. . . ,Q,,, und if the sequent t (QI 18.. . CC Q,,)T, 
0 is a theorem of LComp(P), then the query ? - Q1,. . . , Qn succeeds on 9 with 
answer substitution z. 
(b) Ifthe sequent k(QI @...m8Qn)‘, 0 zs CI theorem ofLComp(9) then the query 
? -Q,,...,Qn fails on 9. 
Note that in the translation of a negated literal NOT(R) into linear logic we tacitly 
assume that NOT(R) is translated to the formula R I. Cerrito [2] introduces the notion 
of ‘Realizability with respect to 9” for sequents in order to establish completeness 
results. We modify the definitions in Cerrito so that the arguments can be extended to 
our definition of LComp(Y), in which both additive and multiplicative connectives are 
employed. The basic idea is to define Realizability (w.r.t. 9) of sequents in a manner 
so that 
(i) if t(QI @. . @ Qn)q 0 is Realizable (w.r.t. 9) then the query ? -QI,. .,Q,, 
succeeds on 9 with answer substitution r; 
(ii) if k(Qt @. @Q,)‘, 0 is Realizable (w.r.t. S), then the query ? -Qt,. ,Q,, 
fails on 9; 
(iii) each axiom of LComp(9) is Realizable (w.r.t. 9); 
(iv) Realizability (w.r.t. 9) is preserved under the application of inference rules. 
The completeness results (a) and (b) above then follow from conditions (i)-(iv) 
above. 
The definition of Realizability (w.r.t. 9) of sequents is defined in terms of a property 
offkrmulue, ‘realizability’ (w.r.t. 9’). The sequent kQ’(x), 0 will be Realizable (w.r.t. 
9) iff every ground query ? - Q(x/t) fails on 9, and in this case we say the formula 
Ql(x) is realizable w.r.t. 9. Section 4.2 gives the definitions of Realizability and 
realizability. 
Now if 1 Ql(x), 0 is a theorem of LComp(Y), then from (b) above we have to 
establish that the query ? - Q(x) fails on 9. However, the failure of all ground queries 
? -Q(x/t) does not imply that the query ? - Q(x) also fails. Cerrito gives the example 
of a program (in a language containing a single constant, 0) 
1. AU’(y)) : -A(Y) 
2. B(0): 
The query ?-A(x) loops, but all ground instances of this query fail. Cerrito introduces 
the notion of a reference system (see next section), in which new ground terms are 
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permitted. These new ground terms provide an instance of a ground query ? - A(x/t) 
which loops on the program above. 
4. I. Reference systems 
If we allow infinite terms in our language, then the infinite ground term fff . . . , 
does not fail on the program above. However, as Cerrito points out, the introduction 
of infinite terms is problematic because, for instance, the equality axiom (9) fails 
for such a term. Cerrito avoids infinite terms by first introducing new constants, say 
CO, cl,. . . , to form a language ELang(p), an extension of Lang(Y). A reference system 
is then defined as a certain set of ground formulae over ELang(B), each formula 
being of the form ti = t2 or ti # t2, where tl and t2, are closed terms of ELang(Y). 
Referring to the program above, suppose our reference system contains the formulae 
co = f(c1), cl = f(CZ), . . ., together with the formulae ci # t, for each i = 0, 1,. . . , 
and for each ground term t over Lang(Y). Thus, CO ‘represents’ an infinite term flff . . . , 
and the query ? - A(Q) loops on the program (assuming we have extended the notion 
of unification to include terms of ELang(S) which are not terms of Lang(S)). 
Our equality axioms differ from those given by Cerrito, and we now define the 
notion of a reference system, and unification and resolution modulo a reference 
system. 
Definition. Let ELang(9) be an extension of Lang(p) obtained by adjoining new 
constant symbols {co,ci, . . .} to Lang(g). A f re erence system E for 9 is a set of 
closed formulae (over ELang(Y)) satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) If tl,t2 are closed terms of ELang(g), then exactly one of the formulae 
tl = t2, tl # t2 is a member of E. 
(ii) If the sequent t ti = t2, 0 is provable from the equality axioms (using instan- 
tiations over ELang(S)), and tl and t2 are both closed terms of ELang(p), then the 
formula tl = t2 belongs to E; similarly, if sequent t- tl # t2, 0 is provable from the 
equality axioms then the formula ti # t2 belongs to E. 
Thus, a reference system for g is a set of ground equations and inequations (over 
ELang(9)) which is both a sound and complete extension of the equality theory. 
We now proceed to define unification and resolution modulo a reference system. 
Let E be a reference system for 9, and let tl, t2 be any terms over ELang(Y). We 
say ti equals t2 modulo E iff either 
(a) tl and t2 are both ground and the formula tl = t2 belongs to E; 
(b) tl and t2 are the same variable; 
(c) ti is a term of the form f(ri, . . . , r,,,) and t2 is of the form f(si ,...,s,), and we 
have si equals ri, for each i = 1,. . . , m. 
Two atoms P(tl, . . . , t,) and P(t;‘, . . . , t;) over ELang(S) are unifiable modulo E by a 
substitution 0 = {vi/r,, . . . , v,,,/r,,,} if for each 1 < i < n, tit9 equals (6, modulo E. The 
terms YI,..., r,,, are terms over ELang(9). We give an example: Let Lang(Y) contain 
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only one constant b say, and let the set of new constants of ELang(B) be {CO, cl,. . .}. 
Let E be a reference system which contains the formula CO = f(ci). Then the atoms 
P(co) and P(J’(x)) are unifiable modulo E via the substitution {x/cl}. This unifier may 
not be unique, if E also contains the formula CO = f(cz), then the substitution {X/Q} is 
also a unifier of the atoms. Note that in this case E also contains the formula cl = ~2. 
We say that the two substitutions 81 = {vi/ti, . , vn/fn} and 01 = {VI/~;, . . . , v,Jf~} are 
equivalent modulo E if we have ti equals tl modulo E, holding for each i = 1,. . . , n. 
We say 0 is a most general unifier (modulo E) of two atoms if for any unifier (T 
of the atoms we have B = O’fl, for some substitution /I, where 0’ is equivalent to 0 
modulo E. 
Resolution modulo E is just resolution carried out using unification modulo E, and 
the notions of SLDNF derivations, and SLDNF-trees, can be extended to SLDNF- 
derivations, modulo E, and SLDNF-trees, modulo E. 
Adequate wference system: Cerrito allows E to be any reference system. It seems to 
the author that in order to obtain the completeness result we must consider particular 
reference systems which are ‘appropriate’ for a given program 9. Returning to the 
program above, the only infinite term we need consider here isfs . However, suppose 
we now add to the program a third clause 
3. B(O)): -B(z),&) 
Now the query ? - B(g(w)) loops, although every ground (in Lang(P)) instance of 
this query fails. Thus, we have to now consider a reference system E in which we 
can ‘represent’ both infinite terms fl.. , and gg . . . To obtain a completeness result, 
we have to consider reference systems E in which we can represent any infinite term 
generated by an infinite derivation using 9. Accordingly, we take our definition of 
a reference system, and further define the notion of an adequate reference system for 
a program 8, in which any infinite term generated via B can be represented. 
Definition (Adequate reference systems). Let 9 be a logic program and let the 
variables of Lang(Y) be {x, : i < w}. W e assume familiarity with the notion of an 
SLDNF-derivation as found in [2]. Let G be a goal over ELang(P), and let D be an 
SLDNF-derivation of 9 U {G} with associated unifier sequence (B;, 1 : i < “J), where y 
is either a finite ordinal, or 3’ = u’. Suppose the variables which appear in D are well- 
ordered into a sequence (Xi, : j < x), with 2 < w. If E is a reference system ELang(B) 
then we say that E can represent the unifier sequence (Oi+I : i < y) associated with the 
derivation D iff the following two conditions are satisfied by E. 
(i) Corresponding to the sequence of variables (Xi, : j < a) which occur in D there 
is an associated sequence of constants of ELang(P), (c,“: j < CX) say, such that to 
each binding x;, /t[xi,, . . . , xii] that occurs in some member of the unifier sequence 
(di+l: i < y), E contains the formula cp = t[xc,/cF , . . . ,xii /$‘I. The set of variables 
occurring in t are all among {x,,, . . . ,xiA }. 
(ii) If xi, is a member of (x,, : j < LY) such that xi, is not grounded by (Bi+i : i < :/) 
(i.e. for each m < y, xi, 81 . . . U,,,2 is not a closed term of ELang(B)), then E contains 
the formulae cy # t for each closed term t of Lang(B). 
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We say that a reference system E is adequate for 9 if E can represent the unifier 
sequence corresponding to any SLDNF-derivation of 9 U {G}, for any goal G over 
Elang(S). 
If 9 is a logic program and E is a reference system which is adequate for g’, 
then given any SLDNF-derivation D of 9’ U {G} (in the usual sense), there is an 
associated derivation (modulo E) D’, of 9U {Go} w h ere G8 is the ground instance of 
G obtained using the substitution t3 = {xi, /cy, . . . ,xik/cF}, where {xi,, . . . , xii } contains 
all the variables present in G, and cD , , . . . , c: are the associated constants of ELang(9) 
for the derivation D. This derivation D’ of the ground instance of G follows D in the 
sense that to each goal Gi in D’, there is a corresponding goal Cl in D’, where G( is 
a partial instantiation of G using the constants of ELang(9’). We give an example. 
Let 9 be the program: 
Wf(x2 >> : -QG3 1, NOT(Q(b)), W2 > 
Q(a) : - 
W(a>> : - 
and let G be the goal + P(xl ). Consider the derivation D of g U {G}, where 
Gi is the derived goal t Q(xs),NOTQ(b), R(x~), and 81 = {xl/f(x2)}, G2 is 
+ NOT(Q(b)), R(xz) and 02 = {x3/a}, G3 is + R(xz) and 03 = { }, and finally Gq 
is the empty goal and f34 = {x2/f(a)}. 
The computed answer substitution is {xl/f(f(a))}. Now the derivation D’ of 9 u 
{+- P(c~)} proceeds (modulo E) as follows. The first derived goal Cl, is c Q(xs), 
NOT(Q(b)), R(cy), where til, = {x2/$} and E contains the equation cy = f(cy). 
[Note that E may contain other equations of the form cp = f(d), but we have selected 
our constants cp, cy,cp from ELang(9) corresponding to the variables x1,x2,x3 in the 
derivation D.] The next goal Gk in D’ is +- NOT(Q(b)), R(cy) with (3; = {x3/a}. 
Then Gj is t R(cy) with 0: = { } and finally Gi is the empty goal, with 6: = { }, 
and E contains the equation c: = f(a). Observe that the equations cy = f(cy), 
cp = a, c: = f(a) all belong to E by definition, and also the equation cp = f(f(a)) 
belongs to E, since E is closed under derivation of equations using the equality axioms. 
The derivation D’ (modulo E) of a ground instance of a goal, corresponding to a 
derivation D in the usual sense, will be used in establishing Lemma 4.2 below. 
We also require the following results, the first part of which is given by Cerrito. 
Lemma 4.1. Let 9 be an allowed program and let A($,. . , t;) be an atom 
over ELang(9); also let E be any reference system over ELang(9). If the query 
? - A(t;,..., t:) succeeds on 9 module E, then for any ground term t’ occurring in 
A($, . . . , t,!,> there is a ground term t of Lang(Y) such that E contains the equation 
t = t’. Furthermore, if ? - A($, . . . , t,!,) is a ground query over ELang(9) which suc- 
ceeds module E on 9, then the query ? - A(tl , . . . , t,, ) over Lang(S), succeeds on 9 
in the ordinary sense. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let 9 be an allowed program and let E be an adequate reference system 
for 9. If G is an allowed goal over Lang(Y) such that every ground instance (over 
ELang(9)) of G fails on 9 module E, then G also jails on 9 in the ordinary sense. 
Proof. Let 5 be the (ordinary) SLDNF-tree for 9 U G constructed using the compu- 
tation rule SELECT. 
First observe that 5 cannot contain any success branch, since otherwise G would 
succeed on 9 with a ground answer substitution (T say, and then the ground instance 
(G)a would also succeed on 9, contrary to hypothesis. It remains then to demonstrate 
that 3 contains no infinite branch. Suppose for a contradiction that 3 contains an 
infinite derivation D with unifier sequence { tli+i : i < IQ}. Let the variables which 
appear in D be well-ordered into a sequence (xi,: j < a). Since E is adequate for 9, 
there is a corresponding sequence of new constants of ELang(Y), (cy: j < 2) which 
satisfy the properties (i) and (ii) in the Definition of adequate reference system. 
Now consider the associated derivation D’ (modulo E) of 9 U {G’}, where G’ 
is the ground instance of G obtained by replacing each variable xi, appearing in G 
by the corresponding constant cj D. Now from the hypothesis 9 U {G’} has a finitely 
failed SLDNF-tree (modulo E). Hence, the derivation D’ associated with D does not 
proceed by application of the rule SELECT to each goal. Let Gj be a goal of least 
depth in D such that in D’, SELECT (Gi) IS not the corresponding literal to SE- 
LECT (Gi) in D. This implies that Gi begins with a subgoal, NOT(R[xi,,,. .,xi,]), 
say, such that this subgoal is not ground and Cl begins with the ground subgoal 
NOT(R[x&,, . . . , x,,/tL)] which, if selected, would fail on 9 modulo E, according to 
some computation rule. 
But from Lemma 4.1, for each ti that appears in this negative subgoal in Cl there 
is a ground term t,. (over Lang(p)) such that the formula t: = t, belongs to E. 
Then from property (ii) in the Definition for adequate reference systems, this implies 
that each variable x, in NOT(R[x;,,. . ., x,,]) is grounded in the derivation D, and 
hence eventually the ground instance (over Lang(p)) NOT(R[x,/to,. . . ,xii /tk)] occurs 
in D. Now since ? -(R[xi,,/t& .,x,, It;)] succeeds (modulo E) on 9, we have from 
Lemma 4.1 that ? - (R[xi,/to,. ,xi,/tk)] succeeds (in the ordinary sense) on 9, and 
hence D must be a failed derivation, which gives our contradiction. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let 9 be an allowed program and let E be an adequate rejerence system 
for .P. [f G is an allowed goal over ELang(.Y) such that every ground instance (over 
ELang(.Y)) oj’ G fails on 9 modulo E, then G also .fails on B modulo E. 
Proof. We can adapt the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.2 to this case. If G is a 
goal over ELang(p), and D is an SLDNF-derivation (modulo E) of 9 U {G}, then 
there is an associated derivation D’ of B U {G} where GB is the ground instance 
of G obtained by replacing each variable x,, by c, , D the associated constant for the 
derivation D. The proof of Lemma 4.2 can now be adapted to this case by considering 
the SLDNF-tree (modulo E) for 9” U {G}. 0 
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4.2. ReaIi~ability of seq~e~ts and ~ea~~zabiiity of ~or~~~ae 
We will be concerned with proofs of either t- (Qt ~3.. .@Qn)l, 0 or of !-(Qt 63.. . @ 
Qn)r, 0 from the non-logical axioms LComp(B), where each Qj is a program literal, 
and r is a ground substitution (over Lang(P)) for each variable in Qi @ . - s @ Qn, 
Now by the subformula property (Section 2) we can restrict ourselves to proofs with 
the property that each formula occurring in a sequent is either 
(i) a subformula of a formula in the end sequent, or 
(ii) a formula that occurs in a sequent of LComp(9), or 
(iii) the linear negation of a subformula of a formula in a sequent of LComp(B). 
We begin with the de~nition of realizability of some closed formulae with respect 
to 3’ and an adequate reference system E. 
(i) T is realizable and 0 is not realizable. 
(ii) If tl and t2 are closed terms of ELang(S) then tl = t-2 is realizable iff this 
formula belongs to E. Also, tl # t2 is realizable iff tl = t2 does not belong to E. Note 
that exactly one of tl = t2 and tl # t2 is realizable. 
(iii) The closed literal Q(tl,. ., t,) of ELang(9) is realizable iff the query 
?-Q(t,,..., tn) succeeds on 9, modulo E. Q’(tl , . . . , tn) is realizable iff ? -Q(tf , . . . , t,) 
fails on 9, modulo E. At most one of Q(tl,. . . , t,,) or Q’(tl,. . . , t,) is realizable, and 
possibly neither are realizable. 
(iv) If A and B are closed formulae then A&B is realizable iff both of A and B 
are realizable. (A& B)i is realizable iff at least one of A’ or B’ is realizable. 
(v) Let Al,..., A, be closed formulae of ELang(B) in which, at most one member 
is a formula of the form (si = ti ) & . . & (s,~ = tn), and the remaining formulae are all 
literals. Then Al @ . . . @ A, is realizable iff each Ai is realizable for i = 1,. . . , n. 
The case for (A, 8 . . * @ A,,)l is not so straightforward. On the one hand, we want 
(P @ Pl)l to be realizable (even though neither P or P’- may be realizable) since 
this is a theorem of linear logic, but we also want that if At T. ‘1 A,$ T 0 is realizable 
then at least one A,f is realizable. 
If a formula A can be shown to be realizable using (i)-(iv), we say that A is strongly 
realizable. We now say that A: 1 I . . t A,$ is realizable iff the strong realizability of any 
Aj implies that at least one of A:, . . . , Af_3, AAt,. . . , A; is also strongly realizable. 
Note that this gives us that Pi r P is realizable even when neither P or P’ is 
realizable. We say that A+ t. . . t A,$ is strongly realizable iff A,+ is strongly realizable 
for some 1 < j G n. Also we have that a formula Af T. . . T A,i 10 is realizable iff it 
is strongly realizable. 
(vi) The closed formula 3yA[y] is realizable (respectively, strongly realizable) iff 
for some ground term of ELang(9’) we have that A[y/t] is realizable (respectively, 
strongly realizable). Similarly, QyAl[ y] is realizable (respectively, strongly realizable) 
iff Al[y/t] is realizable (respectively, strongly realizable) for every term t. 
We can extend our definition to cover open formulae by defining formula A to be 
strongly realizable (respectively, realizable) iff the universal closure of A is strongly 
realizable (respectively, realizable). 
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We now define Realizability for sequents. A sequent consisting of a single formula 
B is Realizable iff every ground instance (over ELang(b)) is realizable. A sequent 
FB I,..., B, with more than one formula is Realizable iff for every ground substitu- 
tion cr for the free variables present, and each j = 1,. . . , n the strong realizability of 
B~cJ, . , Bf_, cr, BJ’,, 0,. . . , B,‘IIJ implies the strong realizability of Big. 
Observe that the logical axioms i- P, P-L and t Z,T,d are all Realizable. Further- 
more, an argument by cases shows that Realizability is preserved under the application 
of all inference rules except (I). We do not have to consider the rule (I), or the 
axiom k 1, by the remarks pertaining to the subformula property at the beginning of 
this section. 
It remains now to show that each member of LComp(9) is Realizable. We illustrate 
by considering the case of the sequent t RI-(s ,,...,s,,), El $...$Ek where Ei has 
theform3yi,l...3yi,,(((s, =ti,~)&...&(s,=ti,n))~Li,,‘~...~Li,,). 
Let CJ be a ground substitution (over ELang(9)) to the free variables present in the 
sequent. We have to show 
(i) if R(s, , . . ,S,)CJ is strongly realizable then so also is E,a @ . @ EGO; 
(ii) if (E,a 83.. . CB Ekcr)’ IS strongly realizable then so also is Rl(s,, . . ,s,)cr. 
Now for (i) we have that the query ? -R(s,, . . . ,s,,)cJ succeeds on 9, modulo E. This 
implies that for some 1 < i < k, the query ? -(L, 1,. . . , L,,)O succeeds on 9 where 6’ is 
a unifier (modulo E) of the atoms R(s,, . . ,s,)(T and R(Q, I,. . . , ti,,). Thus, the formula 
((s, = t;, I 8~. . . & (s, = ti,,))aQ is realizable, and since s,~ is ground for i = 1,. . . , n, 8 
must ground all variables in t;,,i for j = 1,. . . , n. Since 9 is an allowed program, 
the query ? -(L;, ,, . , L,,r)fl must in fact succeed with a ground answer substitution, 
say r = {z,/u,,... ,zk/~k}. But this implies that the ground formula (L,, 1 @ . f @ 
L;,I)Hz is strongly realizable and now we have that the formula (((s, = ti, I ) & . . . & 
c% = kn))@L,l @a.. ~3 L;,,)oOz is strongly realizable, and thus Eia is realizable. But 
then E, 0 @ . CE &a is also strongly realizable and this completes the argument for 
case (i). 
For case (ii) we have that for each i = 1 ,..., k the formula Vy;,, .‘d’yi,,,(((s, = 
ti, 1 8~. & (s, = t;,n)) @ Li. 1 @ . . @ L;,,)‘a is strongly realizable. We show that in 
this case the query ? - R(s,, . . . ,S,)CT fails on 9, modulo E. Suppose that the atoms 
R(.~I, ..,s,,)c and R(ti,,,. . . ,tf,,) are unifiable modulo E with unifier 8. Then since 
R(s, , . . . , s,)o is ground, 8 must ground every variable in R(ti, 1,. . , ti,n), and the for- 
mula ((S, = ti,,)&’ .&(S, = ti,,))d is strongly realizable. The descendant query 
from ? - R(s, ,..., s,)(T is then ? - (L,,, ,..., Li,,)O. But since the formula ((s, = 
tj, , ) & . . . & (s, = ti,n))oO is strongly realizable, and also every ground instance of 
(((SI = t;, ,) &. . & (s, = fr,n)) @ Li, 1 CS . . EC Li,l)‘oO is strongly realizable (by 
hypothesis), we have that for every ground substitution r to the free variables in 
(((~1 = ti,I)&...&(s, = tr,n)) 8 Li,, @ ... 8 L;,,)‘d, one of the formulae (L,i,)o 
07,. . . , (Lit,)& is strongly realizable. But this implies that every ground instance of 
the query ? --(L, 1,. . . , L,,)Q fails on 9 modulo E. Lemma 4.3 then gives us that the 
query ? -(Li. ,, . . . ,L,,)e fails on 9, modulo E and hence the query ? -R(s,, . ,s,)o 
fails on 9, modulo E. This completes the argument for case (ii). 
The remaining cases for Realizability of sequents in LComp(~) can be deah with in 
a similar manner. We now have that all sequents of LComp(9) are Realizable, as also 
are the logical axioms t- P,Pl and t A, T, C. From the earlier remarks on the preser- 
vation of ReaIizabili~ under the inference rules, we can now state our Realizabili~ 
theorem. 
Realizability Theorem, Let 9 be an allowed program and let E be a reference 
system adequate for 9? Then we have 
(i) if the seq~e~r I- (QI 63. r r @ Q,)I, 0, is a theorem of LComp(B), where each 
Qi is a literal, then t (Qt C? . . f @ Qzr)i, 0 is Reai’dirabk; 
(ii) jf z is a ground s~bst~t~tjun over Lang(P) to each of the variables in Ql,. . . , Q, 
and ifl-(Ql @I..+ 631 Qn )z, 0 is a rheore~~ if LComp(~) then t (QJ @ . . s 18 Qn)r, 0 
is ~ea~~~ab~e. 
~~rnp~ete~e~ Theorem. Ler 9 be an allowed ~rugram and fet ? -Q,, . . . , Q12 be 
an altowed query over Lang(B). ThePt we have 
(i) if k- (91 6~ 4-v @ Q,)l, 0 is a theorem of LComp(S) then the query 
?-QI,..., Q,, fails on 9. 
(ii) if z is a gruuad substitution (over Lang(@)) to the variables of ? -Qt , . . . , Q, 
and if t (QI@. s 1 @I Qn )r, 0 is a theorem of LComp(B) thea the query ? -Qt, . . . , Q, 
succeeds on @ with answer s~bst~t~tio~ z. 
Proof. (i) From the ReaIizabili~ theorem, (Qr 63. I I 63 Q#)*r is strongly realizable for 
every ground (over ELa~g(~)) substitution z for the variables in Qr c+.** @ Qn. So for 
some t ,< j < IZ the formula Q-r is strongiy realizable and hence the query ? -Qjr 
fails on 9, module E. Thus, every ground instance of the query ? - QI, . . . , Qn fails 
on 8, module E and then Lemma 4.2 allows us to conclude that ? - Qt , . . . , Q,, fails 
on 9 in the ordinary sense, 
(ii) Let z be a ground substitution over Lang(B) to the variables in Qt,. . . , Qn and 
suppose I- (Qr @ . + 1 @ Q,,)t, 0 is a theorem of LComp(g). Then by the Realizability 
theorem, (Qr ~8 *. . @ Qn)z is strongly realizable and hence each Qiz is strongly 
realizable so that the query ? - (Qr , . . _ , Qn) z succeeds on 9, mod&o E, 3ut then 
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 allow us to conclude that this query succeeds in the ordinary 
sense. 
This establishes our completeness theorem. III 
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